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Newly Released Software... Creates INSTANT, copy and paste meta-tags that build Free traffic to your

site through simple search engine listings! Dear Friend, You can submit your site all you want...but, with

out the right things on your site, youre not going to get listed anywhere. And if you do, it wont be in the

higher ranks of the engines. This is something I learned the hard way. I put together my sites and

submitted them to every search engine I could find. I had no meta-tags and didnt think I needed them

either. After a few weeks I checked out the engines, nothing listed. I waited another few weeks and check

again, still, nothing listed about my sites. Search engines are tricky little things that need the right

information to read on your pages in order to list your sites correctly. WOW, Ray. Youve done it again!

You never cease to amaze me with the essential software that you develop. The Meta Tag Creator is a

must have in ever webmasters toolbox. Im a very non-technical webmaster, but with this software, I

created professional meta tags in about 2 minutes. Theres information in these meta tags that Ive never

seen anywhere else. Great work! Terry Telford - Build Better Listings With...INSTANT Meta-Tag Creator!

Building higher search engine listings just got easier...with this new, just released software. INSTANT

Meta-Tag Creator was designed to help YOU place the correct information on your website pages to build

higher and more responsive search engine listings. Getting listed in the search engines isnt easy

anymore and getting a good listing is almost impossible. BUT, with the right information on your sites you

chances of getting listed in the search engines AND...getting a higher listing are much better. The

INSTANT Meta-Tag Creator... Builds better search engine placements - With the software you will be

able to place the correct and needed information on your website pages that the search engines need to

properly place YOUR websites in the higher rankings. Provides Free traffic to your site - Once you have

used the software and gotten listed in the search engines, you will start to see more visitors hitting your

website. People will see your site listed in the engines more which is 100 Free traffic to your site. Higher

conversion rates - When people start finding your site listed in the engines it will be from the keywords

you used. This will bring more targeted visitors to your site making your conversion rate much higher.
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Adds more subscribers to your list - Now, this is really important. With more traffic hitting your site you will

also start to see more optin subscribers. More people will see your list subscribe form or popup and more

people will start to subscribe to your list. Builds a targeted campaign with out effort - All you have to do is

use the software, place the tags in your pages and submit to the engines. The rest is totally done for you.

AND...because people will find your site through keyword searches your visitors will be more targeted.

Imagine this... You get your hands on the software today. You use it and add the copy and paste tags to

your pages and submit your site to the engines. Now, you upload the salesletter (this same one) and start

selling the software yourself. With in days you start getting sales for the software and you keep 100 of the

profits made PLUS, you start getting Free search engine traffic and targeted visitors to your site because

you used the software yourself. - Free Targeted Visitors - A NEW, Wanted And Needed Software Product

To Sell - Extra Income And Visitors All In One Ray as you know, I had to get you to personally help me to

create my meta tags for my site and you did a GREAT job! It is only natural that I would recommend the

Meta Tag Creator to everyone, you have made it so simple to use, I wont have to bug you anymore to

help me with my meta tags anymore. By the way was this product a hint? Just kidding Ray - this is an

AWESOME product that any serious webmaster can NOT afford to be without! Laurie Rogers - Optin

Frenzy List Building Service
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